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Students of color, particularly women of color, face substantial barriers in

STEM disciplines in higher education due to social isolation and interpersonal,

technological, and institutional biases. For example, online exam proctoring

software often uses facial detection technology to identify potential cheating

behaviors. Undetected faces often result in flagging and notifying instructors

of these as “suspicious” instances needing manual review. However, facial

detection algorithms employed by exam proctoring software may be biased

against students with certain skin tones or genders depending on the images

employed by each company as training sets. This phenomenon has not yet

been quantified nor is it readily accessible from the companies that make this

type of software. To determine if the automated proctoring software adopted

at our institution and which is used by at least 1,500 universities nationally,

suffered from a racial, skin tone, or gender bias, the instructor outputs from

∼357 students from four courses were examined. Student data from one

exam in each course was collected, a high-resolution photograph was used

to manually categorize skin tone, and the self-reported race and sex for

each student was obtained. The likelihood that any groups of students were

flagged more frequently for potential cheating was examined. The results

of this study showed a significant increase in likelihood that students with

darker skin tones and Black students would be marked as more in need

of instructor review due to potential cheating. Interestingly, there were no

significant differences between male and female students when considered in

aggregate but, when examined for intersectional differences, women with the

darkest skin tones were far more likely than darker skin males or lighter skin

males and females to be flagged for review. Together, these results suggest

that a major automated proctoring software may employ biased AI algorithms

that unfairly disadvantage students. This study is novel as it is the first to

quantitatively examine biases in facial detection software at the intersection

of race and sex and it has potential impacts in many areas of education, social

justice, education equity and diversity, and psychology.
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Introduction

Retaining and graduating students of color in STEM
fields is a high priority for many institutions. Students of
color still comprise a strong minority in many STEM fields.
For example, though Black students make-up ∼11% of the
bachelor’s degrees earned from 4-year colleges and universities,
they only comprise ∼9% and ∼4% in science and engineering
fields, respectively (National Center for Science and Engineering
Statistics, 2021). The barriers faced by students of color are
many-fold. First, students of color are often socially isolated
from peers and fail to have a sense of belongingness that
is common among their White counterparts (Ong et al.,
2018). Second, students of color are subject to explicit and
implicit biases, sometimes in the form of microaggressions,
from peers and faculty that further demean and demoralize
these students. Finally, universities can contribute to systemic
biases that further marginalize students of color through policies
designed to support White students, the presentation of non-
inclusive materials, or the presence of racist representations
(e.g., United States confederate statues). Further, universities
can support systemic racism through policies that are not
immediately obvious or thoroughly tested. One such example
would be supporting the use of biased technologies. It is of
the utmost importance that universities identify and cease
the use of technologies that disadvantage women or students
of color, especially for those technologies that relate to
academic assessment or performance, such as test proctoring
software.

Women also may still face barriers in higher education.
Women comprise 57.1% of the total enrollment in United States
colleges in 2020 (National Center for Science and Engineering
Statistics, 2021) but only earn 34% of the STEM degrees. The
lack of females in these fields can lead to feeling of isolation and a
lack of retention (White and Massiha, 2016). This further bleeds
into the retention of women in STEM fields post-graduation
as well. Biases that women may encounter in higher education
STEM settings include, but are not limited to, drops in self-
confidence, feelings of isolation, lack of female mentors, and
traditional stereotypes that suggest that women are not as good
as men in technical or more rigorous curricula (Brainard and
Carlin, 1997; White and Massiha, 2016). These intrinsic factors
are experienced in conjunction with more implicit or subtle
forms of bias against women, such as in technologies employed
by universities. Therefore, it is of the utmost importance that
universities identify technologies that disadvantage women or
students of color, especially for those technologies that relate to
academic assessment or performance, such as online proctoring
software.

Automated exam proctoring software systems experienced
a surge in usage worldwide as remote learning becomes more
commonplace in higher education settings. These systems are
designed to allow students to take exams remotely while
maintaining the academic integrity of a test without the use
of live proctors. These software employ artificial intelligence
(AI) or machine learning (ML) algorithms to monitor and

record students during online exams and detect behaviors
that may indicate cheating (e.g., a face is not detected, a
second face is detected, or talking is detected). After exams,
instructors are provided a report with a summary and details
of suspicious, or flagged, behaviors as well as video recordings
of students’ testing sessions. The report is intended to eliminate
the need of the instructor to review the entirety of each video
session for cheating by identifying specific portions of videos
from the assessment of individual students for manual review
by the instructor.

Despite the software’s potential utility, proctoring software
built on AI or ML may come with high costs–particularly
to students in demographic groups who already face barriers
in higher education, including STEM fields (National Center
for Science and Engineering Statistics, 2021). A widely known
concern with AI and ML algorithms is the issue of fairness
and algorithmic bias (Cramer et al., 2018; Turner Lee, 2018;
Amini et al., 2019; Bird et al., 2019). If left unchecked,
algorithms can have unequal, negative impact on individuals
from historically disadvantaged groups and can perpetuate
systemic biases (Barocas and Selbst, 2016). Amazon.com’s
résumé review system that treated women as ineligible for tech
positions (Dastin, 2018) and an automated Twitter account
that learned and perpetuated stereotypes in its posts (Fosch-
Villaronga et al., 2021) are two well-known examples in which
automated systems discriminated against certain groups.

Algorithms that process facial images do so for the purpose
of identifying a person (i.e., facial recognition), or identifying
a human (i.e., facial detection). These algorithms compare
an image to a data set (e.g., training images of faces) and
are unfortunately fraught with error. In fact, a recent study
of 189 commercially available automated face recognition
systems conducted by the National Institute of Standards
and Technology showed that majority of systems produced
differential error rates across demographic groups based on
age, gender, and race (Grother et al., 2019). For many of the
systems, the lowest accuracy (i.e., higher false positive rates)
were observed for those with the darkest skin tones and for
women. Another study found unequal performance on gender
classification such that systems were most accurate for White
males and least accurate for Black females (Buolamwini and
Gebru, 2018). Moreover, it has been demonstrated anecdotally
that an automated face detection system can fail to detect a face
with darker skin (Sandvig et al., 2016). However, most of these
studies focus on systems trained to recognize faces (i.e., facial
recognition) or classify images based on characteristics, rather
than simply detecting the presence of a face at all. Tackling
this potential issue with exam proctoring software in higher
education, which has the potential to impact thousands of
students, and generating quantifiable data on whether biases
in exam proctoring software exist, therefore, becomes of the
utmost importance.

Whether there is bias in exam proctoring software is a
particularly important question for several reasons. First, some
colleges and universities have abandoned automated proctoring
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software due to concerns about fairness and privacy and
in response to student pushback (Kelley, 2020; Chin, 2021).
Concerns have also resulted in Senatorial inquiries into the
industry (Blumenthal et al., 2020; Nash, 2020). Yet, colleges
and universities need a fair, effective, and rigorous mechanism
for remote testing (Chin, 2021) given the rise of online
education and need for flexibility in testing methods, as was
seen on a large scale during the COVID-19 pandemic (Sandvig
et al., 2016; Grother et al., 2019). Second, underrepresented
students already face many barriers and challenges in higher
education, including a lack of representation at college and
in many fields of study (National Center for Science and
Engineering Statistics, 2021), stereotypes depicting inferior
academic performance [i.e., stereotype threat, (Pennington
et al., 2016)], microaggressions, and health disparities (Lipson
et al., 2018), to name a few. Additional harm could
be inflicted on historically marginalized, underrepresented
students if the testing software disproportionally “flags” them
as being at high risk for cheating more often than their
lighter-skinned peers (Buolamwini and Gebru, 2018; Kelley,
2020).

Therefore, it is imperative that instructors examine and
continually test the products used in their classrooms for bias,
especially when proctoring software companies fail to provide
data on this very topic or to conduct tests on their software
in all areas where bias could be present. In the present study,
we investigated whether skin tone, race, sex assigned at birth
(gender was not assessed as this information was not available
from the institution), or intersectional disparities were observed
in facial detection software by evaluating the output of the
automated exam proctoring software predominantly used at our
university during the Fall 2020 semester. Data were collected
from four large, STEM courses and analyzed for a variety
of outputs given by the automated test proctoring software.
The research described in this study reflects the experience
of the instructor when analyzing the outputs from this type
of software, rather than the student experience, but instructor
reports are the basis for where biases may be first observed and
where accusations of cheating may arise.

Materials and methods

Automated test proctoring software

The automated test proctoring software evaluated in the
present study, Respondus Monitor, is a commercially available
software solution commonly used by colleges and universities.
At the time of the present study, it was the primary automated
proctoring software used by our university. The software uses
proprietary AI and ML algorithms to monitor students’ behavior
in real time during the testing session and flags anomalous
behaviors. Red flags are produced for general anomalous events

detected, such as loss of internet connection or video frame
rate lowered due to quality of internet connection, as well as
events or behaviors that could be indicative of cheating, such
as a student missing from the frame or a different person in
the frame. Based on the red flag data, the software’s algorithm
computes a “priority score” for each student that indicates
relative likelihood of cheating. At the end of each testing
session, the software provides an instructor report that includes
details about each student’s session. The report consists of
students’ names, pictures and videos from the session, general
information about the exam session such as time in exam,
whether an internet interruption occurred or the video frame
rate was the lowered due to quality of internet connection, as
well as indicators of possible cheating including priority score
and red flag data.

Data collected from the instructor report for this study
included: a high-resolution image of each student captured
during the initiation sequence for skin tone analysis (below),
total time in test, priority score (high, medium, or low), total
number of flags, total flagged time, and percent of time during
the assessment that there was a face detected (facial detection%).
The number of different flagged events including “missing
from frame,” “different person in frame,” “failed facial detection
check,” “student turned off facial detection alerts,” “an internet
interruption occurred,” “low facial detection,” and “video frame
rate lowered due to quality of internet connection” were also
included in the study (Supplementary Table 1). In addition, for
a set of exploratory analyses, videos of students’ testing sessions
were viewed and coded by the researchers for possible cheating
behaviors, internet interruptions, environmental distractions,
and lighting issues.

Skin tone color classification

Student skin tone was classified by comparing the digital
high-resolution image of each student, primarily the forehead,
cheeks, and area underneath the nose when visible, to the
expanded Fitzpatrick skin tone scale Previously published skin
tone classifications, including the original Fitzpatrick Scale,
which is based on six broad color categories, have been
recently criticized for failing to have enough differentiation
in darker skin tones (1). Therefore, to obtain more accurate
classifications, we used an expanded version of the Fitzpatrick
Scale, which includes multiple tonalities within each category
(see Supplementary Figure 1).

A trained researcher, who identifies as a person of
color, initially classified all the student skin tones on a
scale of 1–6. A second trained researcher, who identifies as
White, classified 40 randomly selected de-identified images for
reliability purposes on a different computer (due to COVID-
19 isolation). The two researchers indicated the exact same
skin tone categories 47% of the time and were within a single
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classification 97.5% of the time, with most discrepancies in
categories labeled 3 and 4. Because interrater reliability was low
at the precise level, skin tone classifications were merged into 3
skin-tone groups as follows: Darker (groups 1 and 2, n = 41),
Medium (groups 3 and 4, n = 187), and Lighter (groups 5 and 6,
n = 129).

Biological sex and intersectionality

Sex assigned at birth data for each student was obtained
from the University of Louisville’s Office for Academic Planning
& Accountability. Gender identity information is not collected
by the university. One hundred twenty-four students self-
described their sex assigned at birth as male and 233 students
indicated female. There were no intersexed or other sexes
indicated in this dataset. These classifications were combined
with skin tone classifications to generate the intersectionality
data. There were 24 females and 17 males with the darker skin
tones, 120 females and 67 males with medium skin tones, and
89 females and 40 males with the lightest skin tones. Race was
not used in intersectionality data due to low numbers in some
groups which reduced the power of the statistical analyses. Sex
and intersectionality data was analyzed as described above for
skin tone and race using similar methods.

Exploratory analysis of student videos

At the time of this analysis, only 298 videos remained
available to the researchers (due to students either graduating or
leaving the university–their data is expunged from the software
when this happens) so all 298 videos were coded. When students
had multiple videos, all videos were assessed. The environmental
check videos were used to estimate the type of computer used
for the video(s). Student lighting was assessed during multiple
points in the video(s) and coded as back-lit, side-lit, front-lit,
top-lit, or bottom-lit, though no student was coded as bottom-lit
and this category was later removed from analysis. Videos were
then analyzed for evidence of cheating. This was categorized
as the presence of another screen, students looking off camera
repeatedly, students talking to someone else about the exam
specifically, etc. If the reviewer was not sure, this was noted
but marked as no cheating. Videos were also coded for noise
interruptions by listening at multiple points in the video for
interior or exterior noises (e.g., television noise or ambulance
sirens, respectively) or the observation of someone else in the
room. Videos were also coded for whether the student left the
field of the camera, looked down or looked up at any point in
the video and this was coded as fully missing from frame. Those
students that obscured part of their face with their hands, water
bottles, clothing, etc., or those that moved their face partially
out of frame (but not entirely) were coded as partially missing

from frame. The total number of times the students were fully or
partially missing from frame was not quantified and thus direct
comparisons to the exam proctoring flags were not analyzed.
Intersectional analyses were also not completed due to a lack of
statistical power.

Statistical analysis

All statistical analyses were run in GraphPad Prism v
5.04 and selected datasets were verified in SPSS. All data
sets were checked for normality and none fit a normal
distribution. Therefore, only non-parametric tests were used.
One-way ANOVAs (Kruskal Wallis) were run and Dunn’s post-
test pairwise comparisons between all pairs of data sets were
used for the indicated analyses. Chi-square tests with a 95%
confidence interval were used on categorical data from the
analysis of student videos.

Results

Overall metrics and skin tone/race

After a student completes an assessment, the automated
proctoring software generates an analysis report that includes
various metrics about the exam itself and summarizes the total
flagged data. Additionally, the output also presents a high-
resolution image students take at the beginning of the exam;
thumbnails of timespoints in the video recording; and a timeline
of the assessment with flagged time shown. For each video,
the software then produces a priority score, which summarizes
their proprietary algorithm analysis to categorize the captured
recording as high (needs review), medium (may need review),
or low (may not need review). Videos with high priority scores
are moved to the top of the page to emphasize their importance
to the instructor.

To assess whether students with darker skin tones faced
an algorithmic bias, we first assessed skin tone classifications
and the summative priority score for each student. Overall,
most students had low priority scores with 293 of 358 students
having a low priority for review (82%). Overall, there were fewer
students in the medium (19, 5%) or high (46, 13%) priority score
categories. However, students that had darker skin tones were
significantly more likely to have medium or high priority scores
than the students in the groups with medium or lighter skin
tones (p < 0.05, Figure 1A). Further, students with medium skin
tones were also more likely to be flagged as medium or high
priority compared to students with lighter skin tones though
these differences were not significant (p > 0.05). Descriptive
statistics on the data can be found in Supplementary Table 2.
This metric was also examined for bias based on race. As
shown in Panel 1B, there were significant differences in the
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median values between the 5 well-represented racial datasets
(p = 0.0038). Pairwise analysis between the different racial
datasets revealed a significant difference only between Black
students and White students, whose means were 1.60 vs. 1.23,
respectively (p < 0.01).

The total number of flags were collected from each
automated proctoring video output. Flags are given for a variety
of reasons including student faces disappearing from the frame,
multiple people in the video frame, internet interruptions,
video frame rate reductions, etc. We chose to analyze several
of these individually but also chose to examine the data in
aggregate as well. We compared the number of collective flags
for each student and their skin tone classification. Students with
darker skin tones were more likely to have a higher number
of flags on average (Figure 1C) but there are also significant
differences between all three skin tone classifications. Students
with darker skin tones had, on average, 6.07 flags per assessment
which was more than twice that of students with medium
and lighter skin tones had 1.91 and 1.19 flags/assessment,
respectively (Supplementary Table 1). Using race data, once
again, the pairwise data analysis revealed significant differences
in the number of flags given to Black students compared to
White students (p < 0.05, Figure 1D). Other racial pairwise
comparisons did not significantly differ in their mean values.

Another metric from the automated proctoring software
is the total amount of time during the assessment that the
student was flagged. This is expressed in minutes. Students
whose face is not detected, therefore, should spend more of
their assessment being flagged. We assessed whether students
with darker skin tones were flagged for long periods of time
than students with lighter skin. Students with darker skin
tones were flagged for significantly longer periods than lighter
skin students (p < 0.0001) (Figure 1E and Supplementary
Table 1). Using racial data, similar results were observed in
that there were significant differences in the medians for the
racial groups (p = 0.0037) and, as before, when examining the
pairwise comparison of individual groups, the only statistical
significantly different groups were Black students (mean:
2.80 min, Supplementary Table 2) and White students (mean:
0.85 min).

Perhaps these data reflect differences in the amount of
time taken for the assessments by each student. In fact, there
were small but significant differences in the amount of time
that students of different skin tone category or race took on
the assessments (Supplementary Figure 2 and Supplementary
Tables 1, 2). As assessments analyzed varied in length both
from a class standpoint and from a student standpoint, the total
flagged time was normalized for each student based on the time
they had taken for the assessment to generate a percent time
flagged variable to determine whether students with darker skin
tones spent more of their time being flagged was assessed. Even
with this normalized data, students with darker and medium
skin tones were significantly more likely to be flagged for a

greater percentage of their assessment compared to their White
peers (Figure 1G and Supplementary Table 2). Students with
the darkest skin tones spent on average 7.64% of their time being
flagged by the software compared to 3.33 or 1.56% for students
with medium or lighter skin tones, respectively. Similarly, when
these outputs were examined and compared to student’s self-
reported race, the mean values for all outputs were significantly
different (p < 0.0001). In pairwise tests, students that reported
their race as Black were more likely to be given a higher priority
score (p < 0.01, Figure 1B), more flagged events (p < 0.05,
Figure 1D), flagged for a greater amount of time and percent
of time for their assessment (both p < 0.05, Figures 1F,H)
compared to their White counterparts. We conclude from
these data analyses that the automated proctoring software AI
algorithms show a clear bias against students with darker skin
tones and those that report themselves as Black.

Facial detection and skin tone/race

The automated proctoring software estimates the amount
of time each student’s face is detected during the exam and
presents a percent facial detection metric to instructors. One
hundred percent indicates that a student’s face was detected
for the entire assessment. Therefore, we asked whether this
metric was biased when correlated with student’s skin tones
or race. Students with darker, medium, or lighter skin tones
had their faces detected an average of 78, 87, or 92% of
their assessment (Figure 2A and Supplementary Table 1).
The median values for these groups were significantly different
(p < 0.001, Figure 2A). As observed in the previous analyses,
Black students, in particular, seem distinctly less recognized
than their White counterparts (p < 0.0011, Figure 2B and
Supplementary Table 2).

A very common behavior in students is to rest their hands
on their arms or to slouch during an exam, potentially causing
their face to only be partially observed by the software. Because
this is also a behavior that may also be linked to cheating
(e.g., they look down a great deal to look at notes or books),
the automated proctoring software analyzes videos for times
when student’s faces are not observed. If the algorithm also
fails to recognize the faces of people with darker tones, then
it is reasonable to hypothesize that students with darker tones
will be more likely to receive “missing from frame” flags for
their videos. We analyzed the number of missing from frame
flags based on skin tone classification. Students with darker skin
tones were flagged as missing from frame on average 4.79 times
per assessment while students with medium and lighter skin
tones were only flagged 1.39 times or 0.83 times, respectively
(Figure 2C). This means that darker skin students were flagged
>3 times more often than the medium skin tone students and
almost 6 times more often than their lighter skin counterparts.
For assessments in which the instructors allow the software to
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FIGURE 1

Overall metrics by the automated test proctoring software based on skin tone classification or self-reported race. (A,B) Priority scores based on
skin tone classification are shown with priority scores of 1, 2, and 3 indicating low, medium, and high priority for review. (C,D) The total number
of flags given to a student during the assessment. (E,F) The total amount of time during the assessment the student was flagged for any reason.
(G,H) Percent of the assessment students spent being flagged by the AI algorithm. (A,C,E,G) Show the data based on the skin tone analysis.
(B,D,F,H) Show the data based on student’s self-reported race. Box plots represent 25 and 75% confidence intervals with whiskers represent
Tukey’s distributions and dots represent data outliers. Lines inside the boxes represent the median values and + indicate the mean values. Note
the divided y-axis scales on some plots to accommodate the wide range of values. Panels (A,B) Chi-squared p-values shown. Panels
(C–H)–Kruskal Wallis non-parametric tests yielded an overall p-values indicated on each plot and Dunn’s post-test pairwise comparisons
shown with brackets (*p > 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001).
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FIGURE 2

Facial detection outputs from the automated test proctoring software based on skin tone analysis or self-reported race. (A,B) Percent of time a
student’s face was detected during the assessment. (C,D) The number of missing from frame flags for each student. (E,F) Number of low face
detection flags for each student are shown. (A,C,E) Show the data analyzed based on skin tone categories while (B,D,F) show the data based on
self-reported race. Box plots represent 25 and 75% confidence intervals with whiskers represent Tukey’s distributions and dots represent data
outliers. Lines inside the boxes represent the median values and + indicate the mean values. Note the divided y-axis scales on some plots to
accommodate the wide range of values. Kruskal Wallis tests yielded an overall p-values indicated on each plot with Dunn’s post-test pairwise
comparisons shown (*p > 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001).

let students know when their face is missing from the frame
and prompt the students to respond, these frequent notifications
can be a significant disruption during an already stressful testing
experience.

The automated proctoring software also has another specific
type of flag called a “low facial detection” flag that is triggered
when the software fails to detect a face for a “significant
portion of time” during an assessment. In this dataset, this
flagging event was fairly rare. Even so, students with darker
skin tones were 2.5 times or 5.6 times more likely to
receive a low facial detection flag than medium or lighter
skin students correspondingly (p < 0.05 and p < 0.001,

respectively, Figure 2E and Supplementary Table 2). Further,
students with medium skin tones for this were 2.25 times
more likely to be flagged compared to lighter skin students
as well.

We also compared this lack of facial detection using race
data for each student. As observed in Figures 2B,D,F, these
metrics were significantly different for the races. Black students
had a significantly lower percentage overall facial detection,
more missing from frame flags, and more low facial detection
flags compared to their White counterparts (p < 0.001, p < 0.05,
p < 0.05, respectively) (Supplementary Table 3). These data
further support that automated proctoring software algorithms
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are biased against detecting the faces of dark skin students,
particularly those that are Black.

Internet/connectivity issues and skin
tone/race

Many of the issues leading to flagging can also come from
poor internet quality, which can lead to internet interruptions
or frame rate reductions due to slow internet speeds. Internet
interruptions and frame rate reductions cause the automated
proctoring software algorithm to have trouble detecting faces
due to pixilation of the video or missing segments of videos
leading the video to be flagged for review. This may be related
to socioeconomic status as students of color are less likely to
have broadband internet access and are less likely to have a
computer in their home than their White counterparts (Martin,
2021). Thus, these flags may represent a bias against students
of lower socioeconomic status rather than directly against skin
tone or race. To determine if students with darker skin tones
were more likely to receive internet interruption flags or video
frame rate reduction flags (which represents the quality of the
internet connectivity), we assessed the number of these flags
by skin tone classifications. We note here that these flagged
events were rare in our dataset. In fact, the automated proctoring
software outputs for students with low internet speed were more
likely to have no video recorded at all (and thus not included in
our dataset) as opposed to individual flags based on low internet
connection. In this way, the number of flags due to internet
connections was not able to be studied fully.

With the remaining data that could be examined, we
observed that the number of internet interruptions was only
slightly increased in students of darker skin tones, but it was still
significantly greater than students with medium or lighter skin
tones (p < 0.05, Figures 2A,C and Supplementary Table 2).
Conversely, the number of video frame rate reductions was not
significantly different for any color classification. Using race
data, internet interruptions and video frame rate reduction flags
were not significantly different based on race (Figures 3B,D
and Supplementary Table 3). Taken together, this implies that
internet disruptions are unlikely to significantly contribute, if
any, to the automated proctoring software output discrepancies
between students with different skin tones or races.

Gender and intersectionality analysis
for all metrics

Automated facial recognition software has also been shown
to be biased against women, particularly women of color
(Buolamwini and Gebru, 2018). To determine if there was bias in
the automated test proctoring software algorithms, we obtained
the self-reported sex at birth for each student in the dataset

and conducted similar analyses to those described for skin tone
and race. Our institution does not currently collect gender or
gender identity information from students. All 357 students
in the dataset self-reported their sex as male or female. The
analysis showed that there were no significant differences based
on sex in most of the metrics collected including priority score,
number of flags, total flagged time, total time taken, percent time
flagged, number of missing from frame, face detection, video
frame reduction, or internet interruption flags (Figures 4, 5,
Supplementary Figures 3, 4 and Supplementary Table 4).
The one exception was for percent facial detection in which
males were significantly less likely to have their faces recognized
(p < 0.05). The mean, standard deviation, median, and ranges
for all values for this analysis can be found in Supplementary
Table 3.

We next considered the intersectionality of the student
population. We assessed the automated outputs based on sex
and skin tone analysis. Race was not studied because small
group size led lack of statistical power for some of the groups;
instead, skin tone was used with sex to assess potential biases
in the dataset. In almost all metrics, females with darker skin
tones were flagged more often and given higher priority scores
compared to lighter skin males and often lighter skin females
(Figures 4, 5 and Supplementary Figure 3). For example,
darker skin females were 4.36 times more likely to be flagged
overall than medium skin tone females (p < 0.05) and 5.6 times
more likely to be flagged than lighter skin females (p < 0.001)
(Figure 4B and Supplementary Table 5). Similarly, women with
darker skin tones had on average 78% facial recognition while
women with medium or lighter skin tones had 88 or 92% average
facial recognition. Men with darker, medium, or lighter skin
tones had 81, 87, or 94% facial recognition values, respectively.
In fact, in most cases, male students with darker skin tones did
not face the same obstacles as female students with similar skin
tones based on the statistical analysis though the mean values
are quite different. Female students with medium skin tones too
were flagged more often than their lighter skin counterparts as
were male students with medium skin tones. When examining
metrics that indicate the quality of internet speeds, there were
no significant differences between the groups in terms of the
number of flags given for video frame rate reductions (p > 0.05)
but female students with the darker skin tones were significantly
more likely to receive flags for internet interruptions compared
to all other groups (p = 0.0008) (Supplementary Figure 4),
and, perhaps, this could account for some of the increased
flagging but cannot account for all of it as skin tone and racial
data does not show significant biases for internet interruptions
(Figure 3). The mean, standard deviation, median, and ranges
for all values for this analysis can be found in Supplementary
Table 5. Taken together, female students with the darkest skin
tones face the greatest bias when using this automated test
proctoring software, much more than their male counterparts,
and students with medium skin tones were also at a disadvantage
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FIGURE 3

Internet issues such as interruptions or low speeds outputs from the automated test proctoring software based on skin tone analysis or
self-reported race. (A,B) The number of internet interruption flags given to students. (C,D) The number of video frame rate reduction flags for
each student. (A,C) Show the data analyzed based on skin tone categories while (B,D) show the data based on self-reported race. Box plots
represent 25 and 75% confidence intervals with whiskers represent Tukey’s distributions and dots represent data outliers. Lines inside the boxes
represent the median values and + indicate the mean values. Note the divided y-axis scales on some plots to accommodate the wide range of
values. Kruskal Wallis tests yielded an overall p-values indicated on each plot with Dunn’s post-test pairwise comparisons shown with brackets
(*p > 0.05).

compared to their lighter skin counterparts. These data further
underscore the need for test proctoring software companies to
include more women with dark skin tones in their training sets.

Exploratory analysis of student videos

One might ask whether students of color were more likely
to cheat, have low internet connections, be interrupted, or
have lighting issues that caused the proctoring software to
flag their videos differentially; thus, maybe the proctoring
software is not really biased. We analyzed 298 student videos
(83%) for indications of biases in any of these metrics to
determine whether the differential patterns we observed were
the result of algorithmic bias, actual student behaviors, or
environmental differences.

We first assessed cheating behaviors and found no
significant differences based on skin tone, race, or sex suggesting
that cheating itself cannot underlie any algorithmic bias
(Figures 6A,D,G). In fact, of the 12 videos in which the
examiners identified actions that they considered behaviors

indicative of possible cheating, none were recordings of Black
students. Students that displayed possible cheating behaviors
were predominantly White (n = 9), in the medium skin tone
category (n = 10), and split by sex (m = 5, f = 7), but these
behaviors were too rare to provide significant statistical power.
The priority scores for these students were predominantly in the
Low category (n = 8; Medium, n = 2; High, n = 2). These 12
students had a median number of flags of 2 (range: 0–57), and a
median total time flagged of 0.225 min (range: 0–41 min).

We examined the videos for other behaviors that may
have led to flagging events. We observed the recordings
for interruptions and noises that may have triggered the
exam proctoring software to flag a video. While noises were
common (>10% of students had some sort of internal or
external noises observed), there was no differential patterns
for skin tone, race, or gender (Figures 6B,E,H). Students
often moved around during their assessments, and this led to
some students obscuring their faces during the video. Many
students leaned their heads on their hands, wiped their hands
across their faces, or moved so close to the screen that their
chin, mouth, and sometimes their noses were not visible,
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FIGURE 4

Overall metrics by the automated test proctoring software based on sex and intersectional data of sex and skin tone. (A,B) Priority scores based
on sex or skin tone classification and sex are shown with priority scores of 1, 2, and 3 indicating low, medium, and high priority for review. (C,D)
The total number of flags given to a student during the assessment. (E,F) The percent of the assessment students spent being flagged by the AI
algorithm. (A,C,E) Show the data based on the self-reported sex of the students. (B,D,F) Show the data based on student’s self-reported sex and
skin tone classification. F, female; M, male. Box plots represent 25 and 75% confidence intervals with whiskers represent Tukey’s distributions and
dots represent data outliers. Lines inside the boxes represent the median values and + indicate the mean values. Note the divided y-axis scales
on some plots to accommodate the wide range of values. Kruskal Wallis non-parametric tests yielded an overall p-values indicated on each plot
and Dunn’s post-test pairwise comparisons shown with brackets (*p > 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001).

thus making it hard for the facial detection algorithm to
recognize a face. Some students also went offscreen during the
assessment. However, none of these behaviors either seemed
to be significantly different for students with different skin
tones, from various races, or based on sex (Figures 6C,F,I).
Taken together, these data suggest that student behaviors do not
underlie any algorithmic biases observed in the exam proctoring
outputs.

Perhaps the students’ environments varied significantly
causing the discrepancy in flagging of students from different
groups. We assessed the type of computer/camera the students
used as this could correlate with lowered video frame rates due

to connectivity, the position of students’ faces in the video.
Laptops were, by far, the most common type of computer used.
There appears to be no significant differences in laptop/desktop
usage between students of different skin tones (p = 0.3125), races
(p = 0.2756), or sex (p = 0.0723) (Figures 7A,C,E) suggesting
that this is not a reason for potential biases. We further analyzed
the videos for the type of lighting each student used for their
assessments. The exam proctoring software even recommends
that students take their exams in well-lit rooms and avoid
backlighting for the best facial detection. Students were coded
on where the light in the videos came from–either the back,
side, front, bottom, or top and all light sources were included
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FIGURE 5

Face detection metrics by automated test proctoring software based on sex and intersectional data of sex and skin tone. (A,B) The percent facial
detection metric (C,D) the number of missing from frame flags given to a student during the assessment, and (E,F) the number of face detection
flags for each student are shown. (A,C,E) Show the data based on the self-reported sex of the students. (B,D,F) Show the data based on
student’s self-reported sex and skin tone classification. F, female; M, male. Box plots represent 25 and 75% confidence intervals with whiskers
represent Tukey’s distributions and dots represent data outliers. Lines inside the boxes represent the median values and + indicate the mean
values. Note the divided y-axis scales on some plots to accommodate the wide range of values. Kruskal Wallis non-parametric tests yielded an
overall p-values indicated on each plot and Dunn’s post-test pairwise comparisons shown with brackets (*p > 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001).

in the dataset. We observed a small but significant difference in
the distribution of light sources (p = 0.0322) (Figure 7B) with
students with darker and medium skin tones being more likely
to be lit from the back or side and students with lighter skin
tones being more likely to be front-lit. This difference in lighting
could contribute to biases observed in the exam proctoring
software as having darker or medium skin tones in a backlit
setting will make it harder for the facial detection algorithms to
detect a face. However, because the significance of this pattern
is so small, it may not explain the strong differences observed in

the flagging patterns and priority scores (Figures 1–5). In fact,
the data does not show a correlation between flagging events
and location of light sources for the general student population
used in this study (χ2 p = 0.2332) suggesting that this problem is
specific to certain skin tone groups only whole. Further, we saw
no significant differences in lighting when considering different
races (p = 0.6141) (Figure 7D) or sex (p = 0.8995) (Figure 7F)
which then cannot explain the significant differences observed
between Black and White students in terms of facial detection
(Figure 2).
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FIGURE 6

Analysis of student videos for student behaviors. Videos of students were coded for potential cheating behaviors (A,D,G), whether interruptions
of the videos from inside/outside noises or other people in the same room were observed (B,E,H), and whether students were either fully
missing from the frame (e.g., walked away), partially missing from the frame (e.g., covered part of their face, leaned into the camera so that part
of the face was missing) at any point in the video (C,F,I). Percentages are shown in each bar and are color-coded for easy comparisons.
Chi-squared values from raw data is shown in boxes at the top of each graph. N.D. = not determined due to 0 values in the dataset which did
not comply with Chi-squared analysis.

Discussion

Understanding the explicit and implicit biases faced
by students is critical to ensuring that students from
underrepresented groups are given equal educational
opportunities as lighter skinned students. The same should be
said for women in higher education. This holds true for student
retention, particularly those in STEM fields, in which students
of color are more likely to change fields/majors during their
academic career or leave their university compared to their
White counterparts (Riegle-Crumb et al., 2019). In this work,
we found significant algorithmic biases against students with
darker skin tones, Black students, and female students with
darker skin tones. Demographic disparities were found across

multiple measures in the software for key metrics related to
detecting cheating behaviors, including loss of facial detection,
number of red flags, and priority scores although there were
no significant differences observed in actual cheating patterns
based on skin tone, race, or sex. The fact that disparities found
were in measures related to detecting cheating, but we did not
observe actual differential rates of cheating, raises concerns
about the effects of algorithmic bias in test proctoring software
on certain groups, in particular students from historically
marginalized groups who already face barriers to success in
higher education and in STEM fields. While this data and these
conclusions may not be novel to those in the algorithmic bias
field, anecdotally it is certainly surprising and disheartening for
those faculty members outside of this field, many of whom are
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FIGURE 7

Analysis of student videos for student environments. Videos of students were coded for the type of camera/computer used for the exam (A,C,E),
and what type of lighting was used for the exam (B,D,F). For the latter, students could be lit from multiple spots (e.g., from the side and from the
computer screen) and this was coded as both when applicable. Percentages are shown in each bar and are color-coded for easy comparisons.
Chi-squared p-values from raw data is shown in boxes at the top of each graph.

unaware that these biases exist in software they use regularly in
their classrooms.

Another interesting significant observation from the data
in this dataset goes against conventional observations–that
men’s faces are recognized more easily than women’s faces
(Buolamwini and Gebru, 2018). This is presumably the result of
the training sets used by software companies which traditionally
contained more images and videos with men than women.
In our dataset, we observed that males were slightly less
likely to have their faces recognized by the test proctoring
software compared to women (Figure 4). This trend appears
to be primarily driven by those students with medium skin
tones (Figure 5B). Whether this is due to a difference in
the number of students that self-reported as males (138) vs.
females (233), and thus a bias in the dataset, or is due to

true biases in the test proctoring software remain to be seen.
But it is interesting to note that perhaps the company behind
the software tested in this study may be trying to rectify
sex biases in their facial detection algorithms based on this
data.

The institutions contracting with companies producing
test proctoring software should play an active and major
role in training faculty and students about the benefits and
limitations of such software. Toward this, universities and
accrediting boards should implement mandatory training
for faculty that want to use automated proctoring software
and make recommendations to faculty to reduce cheating
and bias. Further, institutions should also implement
implicit bias training for faculty to inform those that use
these types of software. However, faculty training does
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nothing to mitigate the negative experience of having
increased scrutiny by the proctoring software on the
students themselves. A plethora of studies indicate the
academic performance of marginalized students suffer
whenever they are reminded of their marginalized status
before an exam or other assessment. Stereotype threat
is one of the most robust and replicated phenomenon
in social psychology (Derks et al., 2008; Schmader et al.,
2008; Pennington et al., 2016). Students who are made
aware of their membership in a stigmatized group before
academic assessment tend to underperform because of
the anxiety caused by the fear of confirming the negative
performance expectations of their group. Students of color
already face an abundance of stereotype threats which
can affect overall performance and retention in higher
education (Spencer et al., 2016). In addition to impacting
the academic performance, engagement in the courses,
and retention within a program or within a university
by students of color, the physiological responses to the
stress of perceiving that they are being treated differently
from their peers may negatively impact the general health
of these students (Steele and Aronson, 1995; Aronson
et al., 2002; Harrell et al., 2011; Whaley, 2018). Therefore,
training faculty and instructors on potential biases in
automated algorithms that are based on facial detection is
not sufficient.

One recommendation made by test proctoring companies
to avoid bias in results is for students with darker skin
tones to have additional lighting trained on them during the
assessment. This recommendation holds true with the data
presented in this study in that students with darker skin
tones were more likely to be back- or side-lit. However,
this requirement automatically informs Black, Indigenous,
and people of color (BIPOC) students that the software
differentiates between skin color/tone and becomes a stressful
reminder of their stereotyped academic inferiority. The
injunction that faculty should view videos of darker skinned
students more closely to compensate for the false positive
cheating flags of these students by the software means
that these students are scrutinized more closely than their
lighter skinned peers. Consequently, the use of these types
of automated test proctoring software can be an automatic
trigger of stereotype threat in darker skinned students and
result in subpar exam performance as well as potentially
subconsciously confirming implicit biases in faculty who see
students of color flagged more frequently. According to the
concept of stereotype threat, darker skinned students infer
from these experiences that their group membership is in a
group with a history of substandard academic performance
and this group membership overrides their personal ability
(Beasley and Fischer, 2012). Stereotype threat can lead
to darker skin students leaving higher education because
of feelings of alienation and lack of belongingness and

contribute to the achievement gap between equal education
and marginalized students (Steele and Aronson, 1995; Aronson
et al., 2002; Aronson and Inzlicht, 2004). It may also be
more stressful to students when a light is shining directly
on their faces (Petrowski et al., 2021). Thus, it represents
a real and substantial harm to the students and academic
institutions that are working hard on retaining BIPOC
students.

This study is not without its limitations. It should be
noted that the software tested in this study is reflective of
the version available at the time the study was conducted
(Fall 2020) and represents only one particular automated
test proctoring software on the market. While usage of this
software is common, it is not clear whether these biases are
also found in other, similar products. It seems like many,
if not all, automated test proctoring software companies
will have biases for which type of faces are detected as
they continue to improve their software. This company may
have also made updates to their training sets after the Fall
2020 semester, perhaps to include more diversity in their
training set. The authors would also like to note that this
study was solely focused on the outputs of this proctoring
software. No information was collected about whether the
students in this study faced discrimination or bias based on
these results at the hands of their instructors. We also did
not collect information from instructors about whether they
used these outputs to report students for cheating. Further,
this study only examined the outputs for four, large, STEM
courses with 357 students whose data was included. If more
student outputs were examined, the effects could be different
(either more or less biased). At the institutional level, we
found that this software was never the “primary” means by
which instructors identified reported cheating behaviors based
on a report generated by the Office of Academic Planning
and Accountability at the University of Louisville. Instead,
it was used substantiating evidence for the alleged cheating
instances in only three situations. In contrast, anecdotal
evidence from instructors of these courses and others indicate
that the outputs from these types of software are often used
as a primary means of identifying cheating behaviors but
these are rarely, if ever, reported to the academic grievance
committees/offices at the college level for a variety of reasons.
Using this type of software to confirm potential cheating
and as a cheating deterrent rather than as a screen of all
students may mitigate some of the harmful effects of the
algorithmic biases on students of color. In fact, given the
priority flagging distribution of students identified as displaying
behaviors indicative of probable cheating, deterrence rather than
detection of cheating may be the most efficacious use of this
type of software.

Future studies will focus on understanding other potential
biases such as biases against gender, gender identity, or
disabilities. For example, are there biases against non-binary
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students using these types of software? Our observations also
included data from a few students with disabilities, such as
vision impairments, which may require that they sit at different
distances from their screens compared to non-disabled students.
Obtaining data on these diverse, and often rare, student groups
will require a much larger data set than the one examined here
to achieve statistical significance and should be done across
academic institutions as well. Additional follow-up studies will
examine the effects of online exam proctoring on student’s
perceptions, physical and mental health, and performance to
assess the effect of stereotype threat, and if there is evidence of
disparate outcomes in terms of instances of accused cheating,
and overall mental health outcomes.

In summary, studies such as this one are critical to
ensuring the highest standards in terms of being able to
recognize diverse student populations and reducing systemic
bias. Additionally, automated proctoring software companies
should be forthcoming about the limitations of their software,
produce data using real images from the field to continuously
improve their products, and publish the results of their
assessments. This will ensure that online testing software using
automated proctoring treats students of color equally with their
White counterparts and improves the integrity of the software,
a new reality in higher education.
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